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Abstract: Mostly 1xud o• uamplu 8tudied in the All9trian To/a a.hirge lúrtatone suifacu Yt!Ühout soil cowring 
can be ideniiftul into CJJ/egoria regarding where the karren development toolc place, what if the position and 
shape of the develop«l karstic swface. Sub-types of karren, varlalion of 1caTrm and proce.uu of solutiorr wilhin 
tilese are diffenmtiall!d in the karren types. Form.s originall!d by solutiorr arc calegorized and .JUgge.stiorrs are 
offend for the rromerrclatunt ofhiiJJerto lm.'lpecified proousu and form.s. 

1. Introdaction 

The morphological specification of karren has been already 
completed (MONROE, W-WATSON, H, 1972, BÖGU, A. 1976, FORD D. 
C.-WILLIAMS, P. W. 1989, BALÁZS, D. 1990). The latest surveys analyze 
the factors that influence karstification. MOITERSHEAD, D. N. (1996) 
analyzed the relation between certain karst fonns and gradient of slope, 
GLEW, J. R.-FORD, D. C. (1980) between the length ofrillen and gradient 
ofslope. CROWTHER, J. (1996) analyzed th.erougbness ofkarren fonns. 

The specification of the phenomena of karstification and the genetic 
explanation of the fonns can happen with the consideration of the kind of 
geometrical shapes generated on the interface of the solvent and the 
dissolved rock surface. (VERESS, M-PÉNTEK, K. 1992, VERESS, M
PÉNTEK, K. 1994). In this paper with respect to this principle those solution 
processes are classified - mostly using Totes Gebirge, nachstein and Julians 
Alps examples - that are respensihle for the development of karren types and 
their constituent morphological elements. The basis of the classification ís 
the location (on the ground surface or in the rock) extension and position of 
the interface of the solvent and the dissolved rock (the location of the 
solution). Within the classification suggestions will be offered for the 
extension of the nomenclature of the karren. There have been attempts for 
classification observing this principle (VERESS M 1995), but then only the 
types of solution and the processes of solution were specified. The types of 
solution ( sub-types in this paper) were not classified into the karren types. 

Karren development may occur on surfaces with or without soil 
covering. In this paper three types karren development, the surface-. the 
vertical- and the subsurface karren development will be specified and their 
fonns analyzed. 
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Fig 1: Varioru crou s•ction.t ofsimp!. (a-d) tmd composils (•) troughs 
úgmd: I. n. m trough typa, l: oltl6 traug/u 

2. Surface Karren Development 

The surface karren development occurs on the rock surface. 

2.1. Surface solution 

Compared to lateral solution vertical solution is relatively small. It 
occurs primarily on bedding plane surfaces. It results in the increasing 
rougbness of the surface, edges, crests, rises, cones, towers and occasionally 
blocks of debris are left behind. 

It may occur that steps develop resulting from selectíve solution. The 
fronts of the steps retreat more or Iess parallel to themselves. 

Trittkarren swfaces are possibly the results of surface solution where 
the solution is differently effective on the various points of the surface. 
Observations hint that the heel prints may be responsible for other karren 
forms (fluting, solutionpans.) 

2.2 Linear Solution on the Surface 

The solution occurs in a strip or line considerably in the vertical 
direction as weil. 

Linear solution may be the cause of the development of siope-karren 
that are composed of various measure long depressions, troughs (rills, 
runnels, major runnels) that are more orIess parallel, various in density. 
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Fig. 1: False meander (a) and true meander (b) 
Legend: l. vertic41 trough .ride, 1. 81reamline, 3. t/te .J,. of concave troug!J-side, 4. t/te moderalely 

sÚJping side of t/te trough (slcirl), 5. cross section, 6. bedrock, 7. scour grouves. 

2.2.1. Linear, Straight Solution on the Surface. 

The strip of solution is straight, the solvent flowing on the slope 
forms runnels. The runnels are specified by their dimensions. The small ones 
are the "rillen" (BÖGLI, A. 1976) rain fiutes (esőbarázda, VERESS, M 
1992), the more sizable ones rinnens (BÖGLI, A . 1976), runnels (WHITE, W. 
B. 1988), fiutes {barázda BALÁZS, D. 1990) and solution channels (oldódási 
csatorna VERESS M. 1992). FORD, D. C.-WILLIAMS, P. W. (1989) 
separate small sized microrills ( developed by solution effect of capillary 
water) and solution channels. The letter ones are the rillens and different 
types of runnels. Aceording to WHITE, W. B. (1988) rills (ribbenkarren) 
develop on slopes where sheet flow, rinnens (rinnenkarren) on slopes, where 
channel flow takes place. Ritlen develop on steep slopes, when sheets of 
water separate into ribbons, and there will be a jump :from laminar flow to 
turbulent flow because of disruption of boundary layer' s continuity 
(TRUNDGJLL, S. 1985). Aceording to K.UNAVER, J. (1984) rinnenkarren 
occured between about 1650-1700 metres height above the sea level. 

Rinnen develop on siopes of low angle without soil covering when 
the flow is banded (WIDTE, W. B. 1988). They can also develop on surfaces 
covered with soil (FORD, D. C.-WILLIAMS, P. W. 1989.) 

Troughs can be simple and composite as for their cross section (Fig. 
1). Both simple and composite troughs can be major troughs. These letter are 
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solitary big (width and depth exceeding one meter) depressions. The gradient 
of the bottom of the major troughs is tess that of the motber surface. 

The shape of the simple troughs is probably determined by the 
quantity of the solvent as a function of time. This is a function of the 
discharge of the solvent (a function of the gradient of the mother surface) 
and a function of recharge (a function of the morphology of the catchment 
area, the thic.kness of the snow covering, the intensity of melting). 

O 10cm(cc.) .._..__ 

Fig. 3: 1he slip of a bend (after a photo) 
Legend: l. scour groove, 2. slcirt, 3. type m trough 

In actíve periods due to the gradual decreasing of the solvent solution 
is spread over a decreasing strip. A V -shaped trough develops. The trough 
will be V-shaped if solvent is recharged laterally. In these cases rounded 
inter-trough edges, rises, crests develop. It may occur that troughs develop 
on the crest between the troughs ( crest-trough). 

At constant discharges for Ionger periods the development of wide 
bottomed, vertical walled troughs can be expected. It is supposed that at 
quicldy decreasing discharges half-circle or U-shaped (concave walled) 
troughs develop. Overhanging walled downwards widenin:g troughs develop 
if the flow of water in the trough is steadily stabilized. 

The described simple troughs can be easily said from the composite 
ones (Fig. l, Photo l) that are called ineinandergeschachtelten forms by 
LECHNER, J. (1953). 

A sharp decrease of the discharge of the solvent and the stabilization 
of the smaller discharge results that a smaller (type ll) trough develops in the 
original (type I) trough foltowed by an even smaller one (type Ill). Though 
this classification has a meaning only in the case of a composite 
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development of the troughs, the individnal troughs can be differentiated by 
their size. The depth and width of the type I troughs is some decimeters, 
while the type III is only several centimeters. The dimensions of the type n 
troughs range between types I and III. Such type n trough containing type 
m size trough may occur that did not develop on the bottoms of type I 
troughs. It may occur that type III troughs develop on the bottom of type I 
ones ( even more than one can occur in the same trough) or that type ID 
troughs develop elsewhere than in the bottom of a bigger trough. The rate of 
growing (in width and/or deepening) of the carrier trough can be identical or 
different from that of the inn er trough. 
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Fig. 4: Iniierited meandersof composite karren trouglrs 

Legend: l, IL III. trough types, a: from the beginningforced-mearulering .!imilar stroinul meander, b: 
from the beginnillgforced-meandering shifted meander, c-d: stroinul meander, e. free IMander 

Solution is not uniform on the bottom of type Ill troughs (scallopy 
solution). As a result the trough-bottom is composed of dimples of some 
centimeter in size. 

2.2.2 Meandering Linear Solution, and Origin of Meanders 

The strip of solution is not straight but of changing direction. 
The meander-karren was first described by BÖGLL A. (1976). 
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The troughs can be bending due to solution that is not following a 
straight line. The bending can be false meandering or true meandering. 
Troughs of false meandering are of symmetric cross section at any point. 
The troughs of true meandering have asymmetric cross sections in bends. 
(Fí'g. 2). At the concave side of the meander its wall is overbanging often 
with side channels (meander scour grooves). At the convex side the trough 
slope is lessthanat other parts (skirt) (Fig. 3) 

1~11 [?Z)2 l ... -13 O 20cm(cc.) 
~ 

Fig 5: 11ze belleading of a bend (after a photograph) 
Legend: l: type l trough, 2: type m trough, 3: direclion of tM faJI of tM trougll-bottDm, 4: 

localion of heheadin g, 5: karren trough oxbow, 6: karren trough Mclc 7: kanen trough 
inselberg, 8: relrealing troughs 

Truly meandering troughs are the fiutes and the major troughs. 
The smaller is the trough the more definite is the meandering and it 

develops for Ionger sections. Meandering is mostly increased in composite 
karren troughs types II and ill (the length of the meanders increases, the 
wavelength decreases. It can be observed that downwards to the bottom the 
measure Qfthe meandering increases (FRIDTJOF, B. 1954). 

Both in the case of the false and true meanders inheriti ed meanders 
develop. In inheriting it is understood that the meandering of the inner 
trough is originally staked out by the master trough. Type II and m troughs 
developing in the false-meandering troughs can forced-meandering. Forced
meandering can be specified as a property of the inner troughs following the 
bends of the false- or true meanders. Similar (the inner trough is parallel 
with the master trough) or shifted·(the inner trough is not parallel with the 
master trough) meanderscan develop intheinner troughs. The troughs that 
are truly meandering may be strained (Picture l) or free (Fig. 4, Picture 2). 
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In the first case the meanders reach to the walls of the master trough, in the 
letter case they don't. Type m troughs produce the most varied meandering 
in their who le length or in sections. Upstream or downstream (recharge from 
solution pans or discharge to pits) of the strained or free meandering sections 
of the type ID troughs (Fig 4/e) the gradient of the slope significantly 
changes. 

ru O 2cm{cc.) 
~ 

Fi g. 6: Development of a watershed and catchment differentiation in yoiDig 
regressive lroughs 

Legend: type I. III lroughs, l : lrough relrealing to s/ope direction, 2: 
lrough relrealing against s/ope direction, 3: catchment area oftrough 
relTeating to slope direction, 4: catchment area oftrough relrealing 

against s/ope direction, 5: waler3hed (divide), 6: direction of the fa/l of the 
lrough-bottom 

2.2.3. The Beheading of a Rend 

In weil developed bends the karren-trough isle and the karren-trough 
neck can be differentiated. The behearling of the bend may occur and karren
trough oxbow is resulted that surrounds a karren inselberg (Fig. 5). The 
behearling is probably promoted by cavity development at the neck (neck 
karren-cavity) and the spilling of the solventat this point (neck channel). 

2.2.4. Trough Regression 

The linear solution ·occurs even more upstream from the actual 
trough-end, thus the troughs retreat. The deepening that accompanies the 
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retreating is considerable especially in sections of big gradient (regressive 
karren canyons ). An accented roughening, the pectinated karren develops at 
the regression of the trough edges and initial troughs (Picture 3). (Semipits 
too develop besides troughs.) 
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Fig 7: Trough heheadingf by regression (after photos) 

úgend: a: trough belleading by the coniDd of the trough-end and the trough-rim, 
b: trough belleading by trough crOMing, c: trough behecding by the contact of 
trough-ends, l : trough-4Jdge, 2: slope of the trough-bottom, 3: step, 4: vanisiu-d 
trough-4Jdge, 5: vanisiled wal4rshed, 6: prutmt walenhed, 7. ob.requent trough 

section. 

It is frequent that at regressive type ll troughs the crests thin out and 
finally ho le through ( crest karren natural bridge) (Picture 4). 

The retreating of the type ill troughs that are frequent on the bottoms 
of type I troughs are often accompanied by bifurcations (Fi g. J O). Very often 
the branching off troughs are at right angles at each other rather than acute 
angle. 

The retreating of the troughs is usually slope directed but it can also 
occur on borizontal surfaces or even against the slope (Fig. 6). 

It occurs frequently at type II and even more at type ill troughs that 
one trough is perpendicular to the other. The retreating trough-end can 
decapitate the other trough (Fig. 7/a). It can occur that the retreating trough 
not only decapitate but cross the other (trough crossing Fi g. 7 lb). 

The retreating of a karren trough to the other may develop a trough 
bottom watershed (Fig. 7/c). In case one of the cuts more intensively than 
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the other, that digests the bottom of the other in part and the slope of it will 
be opposite (obsequent karren trough section). A trough-ruin results if not 
only the upper but the lower end of the trough is decapitated as weil (Fig. 8). 
Self behearling occurs when the quickly retreating tributary troughs 
decapitate the main trough (Fig. 9). 

a b 
O 2Qcm(cc.) 
~ 

Fig. 8: Belleoding by solution pon and trough-crossing (after sketch and photo) 
Legend: a: before beheading, b: belleading and trough-crossing, l: edge of type I trough, 1: edge of type m 

trough, 3: slope of the trouglr-bottom, 4: step, 5: trough belleading oJthelower seciion, 6 : trough belleading 
at the upper secüon, 7: trough-crossing, 8: trough-11IÍII 

It may occur that a type m trough developing diagonally retreats 
from one of the type I troughs decapitates the other one. The behearling can 
be simple or composite. A simple beheading occurs when a type m trough 
has not yet developed within the type I trough (Fi g. l Ola). In this case the 
type ill trough branches off downstream in the bottom of a type I trough and 
retteats in the opposite direction. A composite beheading occurs when a type 
lll regressive trough develops in the type I trough for the duration of the 
behearling (Fi g. l O/b). In this case not only the type I trough is decapitated 
but the type III trough too. The waters upstream of the place of beheading 
are discharged by the decapi tating type III trough (the water that does not 
spill over) while waters downstream are not. It shall be noted that the waters 
in the downstream section may discharge into the type m trough in an 
increasing ratio. (Because the type m trough that causes the beheading 
commences to retreat in opposite direction to the section under behearling in 
the type m trough.) 
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2.2.5 Ka"en Te"aces and Their Development 

Karren terraces are slightly sioping trough-bottom remnants (sloping 
inwards and downstream) in the insides of composite wide bottorned 
trougbs, that gradually smooth into the side slope of the trough while they 
continue with sha.rp rims in the steep side of the lower positioned trough. 
Though terraces are not only known in troughs. BAUER, F. (1953) describes 
terraces in the solution pans of the Dachstein Mts. 

a 

O 20cm(cc.} ..._____, 

Fig. 9: Self belteading with trough crossing 
Legend: a: bejore heheadin g, b: after beMading, l : type I ITovgh, 2: type III 

trough, 3: slope of the trough-botJom, 4: slep, 5: main trough, 6: side trough, 7: 
localion of belteading (trough crossing), 8: hanging trough, 9: remnant oftrough 

These forms develop when the development of bigger, older troughs 
stop or slow down (e. g. the quantity of the solvent decreases or the trough 
grows too large), the growing of the younger trough (or troughs) digests the 
bottom of the older trough (or troughs, Fig. ll). A similar process takes 

· place when the intensity of the discharge of the solvent occurs. In this case 
an inner trough develops that retreats from the point of beheading. This may 
be caused by the piracy (see later) of a pit developing in the trough-bottom 
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(!iig. 12). Possibly both phenomena have a role in the development of 
terrac es. 

Due to the subsequent solution of the trough-bcttom the terraces 
usually do not make continuous surfaces ( terrace remnants ). It may happen 
that a terrace appears only at one side of the trough (odd terraces). They can 
be completely destroyed, in this case in the meeting of differently sioping 
sides of the trough edges can be observed. Even these edges discontinue 
(edge remnants) probab ly caused by lateral recharge of solvent. 

a b Q.J_Q,cm(cc.) 
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Fig. 10: Simple( a) and composit.belaeading (after &ketch and photo) 
Legend: l: edge of type I trough, 1: edge of type m trough, 3: pit, 4: diagonal cmryon, 5: int.r

trough erat, 6: ri.Je i»Mw~J the trough.J, 7: :llope of the type I trough, 8: slope of the type m trouglt, 
9: lrouglt-bottom watsrshed 

The corrosion terraces show genetic relationship to river terraces or 
mostly to glacial terraces. 

2.3 Spot Solution 

V ertical solution is relatively substantia! compared to lateral solution. 
Small area surface solution produces solution pots. The morphology of the 
solution pots is probably detennined by the recharge and discharge of the 
solvent. If recharge suddenly increases the solution pot will be cut open. The 
discharge trough of the solution pot on its sharp edge is canyon-like ( cut 
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open karren canyon). It may hap~ that it's not the water that spilis from the 
solution pot that develops the karren-trough but a regressing trough reaches 
up to the pot. 

When the solution results a solution pot in the inside of a karren 
trough, trough-bottom solution pot is resulted. These are small size forms 
their development barred by the size of the trough. Trough-end solution pots 
and hanging solution pots are connected with karren troughs. These letter are 
large diameter and small depth pots. Their existence is a condition for the 
development of large trough systems. Hanging solution pots line up at the 
sides of the troughs discharged by trough tributaries (mostly characteristic 
type m troughs ). 
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Fig. ll: Development of (a) lmTace-less composite trough (b) and terraced (c, d) troughs 
Legend: A: ~rate of growth of variow trough.s is simi/ar, B: the ma.ster trough doQ not gt"OW but the 
diacharge detnasu (c), or it gr~ but the diacharge rtm1ain.r the Sli1M (d), l: trough that dellelopeti 
beJore the growth (before terrace development) of the master trough, 2. trough delleloping after the 

growing of~ master trough (ut the perlod of lmTace development) or trough changing w type Ilfrom 
type I. or w type ll from type Dl. (the Roman n~~~Mral in the paren~is indicates the type of the trough 

bejore lmTDC#J development), 3: tmToce 

The developing solution pot digests or bisects the karren troughs of 
the previous ground surface (trough beheading by solution pots). In this case 
the trough sections at the upper edge of the solution pot will recharge the pot 
while the others at the other side become inactive (hanging trough). The 
opposite may a1so happen, a growing karren trough can reach the edge of a 
solution pot andopensit up {solution pot made by beheading). In this case 
the pond in the solution pot is discharged to the beheading trough at low 
water and through the higher positioned trough as well in high water 
(Picture ll). 
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It may occur that two discharging troughs develop and one of them 
deepens at a bigger rate than the other. The one developing at lower rate 
becomes gradually inactive and becames a hanging trough. 

The temporary pond that develops in the solution pot is of varying 
size. At low water new, secondary solution pot(s) may develop at its bottom 
(composite solution pot). At the bottom of the composite solution pot 
terraces develop (Picture 5). 
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Fig 12: Tfft'Tace Mv.lopm#mt in IM C4U of piracy (aft6r ~. shiteJaand photo) 
úgfmd: a: stoge of t:leveloptM~~t b.fore piracy, b: nap of ár.wlopmMJt after piracy, b/1: inadive trouglt 

•ctitm aft6r IM .-cond localitm ofb.JtilaJing, b/2: acliwltrough Helion after tlte s.cond lociJiion of 
b.Niading, c : plan, I, U.IOtrough ~Olt IM cro.u Metions. 1: edp of IM 1-Itrough, 2: «ige of the 2-

II trouglt, 3: edge of tM 2-m trough, 4: útrrace, leTTace rem~tant, 5: pit, 6: localolt of s.clion on the 
plan, 7: slope of tM trough-bottom. 
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3. Vertical Karren Development 

In the course of vertical karren development solution ta.kes effect 
from the surface towards the inside of the rock along fractures. The 
development of network karren (two direction solution), fracture karren (one 
direction solution) and pits. Pits may develop solitary or in groups (pit 
karren). 

® 
(í) __ _:::;_ __ __ 
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O 30cm(cc.) ..___, 

Fig. 13: Karrm cavity system (obaervalion) 
Legtmd: 1: l»dtJingplane, 1: through learren trough cavity, 3: learren trough swallet, 4: learren 

cavity IWtJll.t, 5: tl.bo~~Clun, fí: 3Wall.i ty]» lwnwt cavity, 7: 8pring ~ trough cllVity, 
8: ntr-aJingofpiracy, 9:fismre. 

Solitary pits can develop outside (solitary pits) or inside of the 
troughs (trough-bottom pits). A type of trough-bottom pits (blind pit) 
develop at places where the troughs are erossed by fractores that have been 
developed to sizable solution fractures. These pits develop probably blindly 
(Picture 6), they may be filled with soil and vegetation. The other type of 
trough-bottom pits is of bigger diameter, they are not filled with soil and 
vegetation, they develop during the beheading of troughs (piracy pits). 
Trough-end pits (Picture 6) occur at the downstream end of the troughs and 
do not open on the trough-bottom but on the bank (they have their edge on 
the same elevation where the trough does). Their morphology is simitar to 
that of the solitary pits ( arched, concave side siopes that are dissected by 
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balf-pi ts and solution runnels ). Solitary pits show a transition towards the 
karstic meso-forms, the shafts. 

4. Cavity- and Cave Development 
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Fig. U : Typu of piracy (verlical beheoding, after phows and sk#:tches) 
a: d.velopment o fbiind kanwn trovgh andsecondaryswallet wlum the karren trough is of the SIJIM aga 

-..itlt the cavity, the tÚivtl/oJ1ftl4"t of the pit occurrtld afor the cavity development; b: beMading of a type lU 
trough by a pit. 1M dllv.loJ1"'4"1 of the karren trough cavity occurred after the developmmt of tM trough; 

c: tM ~g of a type lU trough by a karren trough swaJ/et cavity along a beJding pÚIM. 
úgllnd: .A:plan, B:projilll.l: type Itrough, 2: type JUtrough. 3: blind karren trough 'Witlt lrmTm cavity, 4: 

blind karrtm trough wiJJa pit, 5: kllTrlltl trough ~a/Jet (pit), 6: solulion pot, 7: karrtm trough swalkt. B: 
hirren trough dllbouchure cavity, 9: cavity (plan), J O: cavity (projilll). ll: beddingpltu111S,l1:fradure,13: 

~a/Jetcavity, 14: tkbouchure cavity 
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Cavity development occurs along fractures or beciding planes. 
Subsurface solution can occur independently of the surface solution or in 
dependence with it. In the letter case a piracy (vertical beheading) occurs 
simultaneously with cavity development. Piracy is typical in epigene karstic 
valleys (JAKUCS, L. 1971, HEVESI, A. 1978). This phenomenon develops 
on the trough-bottoms too. Observations show that the location of the piracy 
is not invariable as in the case of the epigene valleys. The location of the 
beheading shifts to the upstream end of the trough (retreating of the location 
ofpiracy). 
Cavities may develop: 
- between karren depressions, 
- under karren troughs. 

4.1 Types of Karren Cavities 

These cavities may be swallets (sinkhole), springs (resurgence) and 
through cavities (Picture 7, Fig. 13). Swallet type karren cavities may 
originatc in solution pots (Picture 8) and in karren troughs. Spring cavities 
may open into pits, karren troughs, solution pots and fissures. Karren caves 
below karren troughs (karren trough cavity) may show delta development. 
Delta development starts in swallet cavities as an effect of the retreating of 
piracy. To spring cavities developing delta debouchures belong in various 
elevations in the sides of the fissures (Picture 9). The debouchures one 
below the other develop when spelean beheading occurs (karren cavity 
swallet). This process probably does not occur only in cavities under the 
karren troughs. It is possihle that under the karren troughs (where cavity 
development occurs parallel to the bedding plan es) multilevel karren trough 
cavity systems develop. 

4.2 Types ofPiracy 

It may occur that the karren cavity connects such a solution pot and 
trough that are located on the same level. Upstream of the karren cavity the 
trough has no rontinuation (blind karren trough). The karren cavity is 
connected with the surface by a pit. The origin of this pit is subsequent 
solution in who le or in part or by cave in ( collapse pit). The trough leading 
to this type of pit (blind karren trough With pit) developed by regression after 
the development of the pit (Fig. 14/a). 

In case the karren troughs are beheaded (karren trough piracy) the 
trough can continue after the point of behesding (Fig. 14/b, Picture 7). The 
karren trough swallets elevelop at these points (pits by morphology). Karren 
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trough swallet cavity may develop at the point of the beheading e.g. if the 
solution occurs along a bedding plane, pitless swallet or through cavity 
develops (Fi g. 14/c ). 

5. Merging Karren forms 

The merging of karren forms can happen by solution or cave in. 
Merging by solution can happen between surface forms, or between surface 
and subsurface forms. ln the letter case the merging may be promoted by 
cave in. 

.... ............................ ..... 

b 

O 20cm(cc) ......._, 
Fig. 15: Circvlar (a) and •longaJMl (b) \Wuiows on karren cavity r~ft 

Legend: 1: kanwr cavity, 2:1y]»ltrougl:, 3: solutionjWure, 4: karren \Wuiow, J: karren bridge 

5.1 Merging by Solution Between Surface Fonns 

Existing various karren forms may merge by lateral solution growth. 
It can occur between 
- pit and pit (Picture l O), 
- heel print and heel print, 
- solution pot and solution pot (Picture 5), 
- karren trough and karren trough. 
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The merging of similar surface forms (pit and pit, heel print and heel 
print, solution pot and solution pot) produces pit, heel print and solution pot 
uvalas (Picture ll). The merging of similar or different forms may result 
remnants (e. g. pit remnants or half-pits ). 

As a result of solution merging various forms, thin crests, edges, 
cones remain of the original surface. Some residual parts of the surface may 
retain the original elevation (karren inselberg). 

' IY4l1 [f]2 l -v-lJ 

Fig 16: Chtll'tiCierUtic cro.u sections of opened-up k:orren trough in various stages of development 
(.nuvey) 

Legtmd: l: roof datroyed by ctm~ in, 2: roof datruyed by the merging of trough and karrtm cavily, 
j; type m trough, 4a: uppttr trough ucíon developed by surj'QI)e solution independen t/y from piraey, 

4 b: lOWflr trough xciion inlensiwly tieve/oping due to heheadin g. 5: trough section develo~ by 
su/mufQI)e soluJion. 

Com~MnL· in the A .,A' and B-B' cro.u nelions the opening up hoppend by the CtMI in of the roof of 
the karrtm trough caviJY; solulion -ring at C-C' seclion; piraey occvrred beMwtl the CC' and 

D-D' uctions. 

Different karren formscan merge during their solution growth. Most 
frequently combine troughs with heel prints, troughs with solution pots 
(Picture 12), pits with solution pots. 
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5. 2 Merging by cave in 

This process results the merging of a trough and the trough cavity 
below it (the opening up of the cavity). The karren cavity positioned below 
the troughs lose their roofs partly due to solution (that occurs from below 
upwards and from the surface downwards merging the karren trough and the 
karren trough cavity) partly tocave in. At the heginning of the process karren 
bridges and karren windows develop. The windows are circular if the karren 
trough traverses the karren cavity, elongated if the karren trough develops 
above the karren cavity in its who le length (Fig. J 5). Troughs of 

· characteristic cross section develop to the sink point of. the earlier cavities 
( opened-up karren trough). This type is narrowing downwards then it is 
almost circular at the bottom. Remnants of the roof occur in the trough-sides 
(Fig. 16. Piciure J 3). 
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List of pictures: 

Piciure l : Composile irough {Tales Gebirge, Austria} 
Legend: J: type I trough, 2: type II trough, 3. type lll trough (types ll and lll haveforced meanders) 

Picture 2: Free meandering type JI! trough in type I trough (Totes Gebirge) 

Piciure 3: Pectinated karren (Totes Gebirge) 

Picture 4: Crest rock bridge (Totes Gebirge) 

Piciure 5: Partial/y merged solution pots {Toles Gebirge) 
Legend: J: terrace, 2: residual surface 

Picture 6: Karren troughs deve/oped on bedding plane wtth piis (Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: J: solution increasedfracture, 2: trough-endpil, 3: b/indp/1 

Piciure 7: Through karren cavity {Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: J: type ll trough, 2: type lll trough, 3: karren trough swallet, 4: karren cavity, 5: opened up karren 
trough (karren cavity that /ost ils rooj) 

Picture 8: Karren cavity starting at solutzon pot (Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: J: solution pot, 2: karren cavity with damaged rooj, 3: type II trough 

Picture 9: Spring karren cavities (Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: J: upper spring cavities, 2. tower spring cavities {the two levels of the spring cavities proves belteading 
wilhin the through cavity} 

Piciure JO: Merging piis (Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: l : gap caused by pit merging, 2: remnants of piis, 3: remnants of surface (parlition wall!; between pi ts} 

Piciure l J: Solution pot uvala (Dachsiein, Austria) 

Piciure J 2: Solution pot opened by trough ((Totes Gebirge) 
Legend: J: composite trough feeding solution pot, 2: trough discharging solution pol, : trough opening solution 
pot 

Picture 13: Collapse karren trough developed by the partlal collapse of roof 
Legend: J: irough seclion locking roof, 2: existing roof, 3: remnant of rock bridge 
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